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Les Houches Summary of 8 TeV Data 

§  Excesses in multiple 
channels between   
~ 1.6 - 2.0 TeV 

Brehmer etal, 1512.04357 

Decays including Higgs 

Charged 
Resonance 

Neutral 
Resonance 
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Model independent fit: Boson final states 

•  Slight preference for a 
charged resonance 

* Best Fit * Best Fit 

* Best Fit 
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Model independent fit:  Fermion final states 

•  Some tension w/ tb – 
alleviated w/ RH-CKM 

•  WZ/ZZ/Wh give similar 
cross sections 

•  Signal region overlap for 
WZ/ZZ 

•  Motivation for charged 
resonance 
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Left-Right Symmetric Model Basics 

GEW = SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)’ è SU(2)L x U(1)Y 

§  Right-handed neutrinos 
§  New gauge fields  
»  WR & ZR with couplings κ= gR/gL 

§  New Higgs fields with vev vR 
»  Doublet Higgs:   

•  Dirac neutrinos 
•  Strong constraints from WR è lν Run I searches (4.4 TeV for κ=1) 

»  Triplet Higgs:  (ΔL
± , ΔR,L

±± )  
•  Majorana right-handed neutrinos w/ mass Nl ~ mass WR 
•  WR è lNl avoided if mass Nl > mass WR 
•  U(1)’ can be identified as U(1)B-L 

»  Bi-Doublet Higgs to generate fermion masses with vevs k1,2 

§  Right-handed CKM matrix 

Pati, Salam ‘74 
Mohapatra, Pati ‘75 
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Left-Right Symmetric Model Basics 

GEW = SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)’ è SU(2)L x U(1)Y 

§  Right-handed neutrinos 
§  New gauge fields  
»  WR & ZR with couplings κ= gR/gL 

§  New Higgs fields with vev vR 
»  Doublet Higgs:   

•  Dirac neutrinos 
•  Strong constraints from WR è lν Run I searches (4.4 TeV for κ=1) 

»  Triplet Higgs: (ΔL
± , ΔR,L

±± )  
•  Majorana right-handed neutrinos w/ mass Nl ~ mass WR 
•  WR è lNl avoided if mass Nl > mass WR 
•  U(1)’ can be identified as U(1)B-L 

»  Bi-Doublet Higgs to generate fermion masses with vevs k1,2 

§  Right-handed CKM matrix: assume 

Pati, Salam ‘74 
Mohapatra, Pati ‘75 
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Right-handed gauge sector 

§  WL – WR mass matrix 

§  Diagonalized by mixing 

     where with 1 bi-doublet 

 
§  WR/ZR mass ratio set by theory 

       where κ > 0.55 is physical region  
 

ZR is 
heavy! 
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LRM fit to Run I data 

1.8 TeV WR fit 
lies outside of 
physical region 
(@ 68% CL) 
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LRM fit to Run I data 

(See also Dobrescu, Liu 1506.06736; Allanach etal. 1507.01638; Abe etal. 1507.01681; 
Plus many more) 
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13 TeV data – a quick comparison 

Our prediction is 
below (just) the  
Run 2  limit 

Nl no longer 
needs to be 
lighter than WR 
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Additional implications of LRM 

Lepton flavor/number violation 

§  Perform a scan of parameter space, assuming fit to Run I  
»  Fix WR mass = 1.9 TeV & κ = 0.6 & VCKM

R = VCKM
L 

»  Right-handed neutrinos:  taking m1 < m2 < m3 w/ signed m2,3 

»  Right-handed PMNS matrix 
»  Charged scalars ΔL

±, ΔR,L
±±  

§  Subject parameter space to constraints 
»  Rare processes: 0νββ, µèeγ, τèlγ, µèeee, τèlll’, µèe conversion 
»  Muonium oscillations 
»  e+e- è l+l-  from LEP2, cross sections and asymmetries 

§  2.5M models remain for study 
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Neutrinoless double-beta decay 

§  Current limits in Ge76 and Xe136     (Gerda, EXO-200, Kamland-Zen) 

§  Probes effective Majorana neutrino mass 

§  Tree-level LNV diagrams with N and ΔR
±±  exchange  

Future nEXO 
sensitivity 
w/ Barium 
tagging 

All points 
consistent 
with current 
constraints 
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Mu2e conversion (µN ! eN) 

§  Current limits for Pb, Ti, Au (SINDRUM II) 

§  LRM contributions 
»  Tree-level neutral Higgs exchange (small) 
»  1-loop WR, ΔL

± , ΔR,L
±±  exchange to anapole/dipole vertices 

•  Log enhanced 
»  1-loop WR exchange in µeZi vertices 
»  1-loop WR box diagrams 

Future Mu2e/
COMET sensitivity 

Large fraction of  
models covered! 
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Rare Muon Decays 

§  Strong current bounds on µèeγ & µèeee (MEG, SINDRUM) 

§  LRM contributions to µèeγ  
»  1-loop WR exchange 
»  1-loop ΔL

±, ΔR,L
±± exchange 

§  LRM contributions to µèeee 
»  Tree-level ΔR,L

±± exchange  

Future sensitivity 
Mu3e, MEG 

Mu3e would have 
good sensitivity 
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Rare tau decays 

§  Current limits from BaBar/Belle 
§  LRM contributions to µèeγ  
»  1-loop WR exchange 
»  1-loop ΔL

±, ΔR,L
±± exchange 

§  LRM contributions to µèeee 
»  Tree-level ΔR,L

±± exchange  

Future sensitivity 
for Belle-II, LHCb 

Not much sensitivity 
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LFV reach comparison 

Fraction of models explored 

Mu2e/COMET 
provide most 
powerful probe 

Future upgrade 
 
Planned exp’t 
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Scan with high mass WR 

§  Repeat scan for WR mass = 5, 10 TeV & κ = 1 
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Right-handed currents in B decays? 
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Summary 

§  LRM provides an excellent fit to the 8 TeV diboson 
‘anomalies’ 

§  This is a highly predictive scenario that impacts the other 
frontiers 

§  The 8 TeV diboson ‘anomalies’ have refocused our 
attention on the LRM scenario 

§  Strong influence in LFV/LNV processes 
§  Mu2e has significant reach in this parameter space 

We await further 13 TeV data!!!! 


